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Topological superconductivity enhanced by exceptional points
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Majorana zero modes (MZMs) emerge as edge states in topological superconductors and are promising for
topological quantum computation, but their detection has so far been elusive. Here we show that non-Hermiticity
can be used to obtain dramatically more robust MZMs. The enhanced properties appear as a result of an extreme
instability of exceptional points to superconductivity, such that even a vanishingly small superconducting order
parameter already opens a large energy gap, produces well-localized MZMs, and leads to strong superconducting
pair correlations. Our work thus illustrates the large potential of enhancing electronic ordering, here in the form
of topological superconductivity, using non-Hermitian exceptional points.
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Introduction. Topological superconductors are currently
intensively pursued since they can host Majorana zero modes
(MZMs), which are promising for topological quantum com-
putation due to their non-Abelian statistics [1,2]. The simplest
model to present topological superconductivity is the Ki-
taev chain [3–33]. While being a simple model composed of
spinless fermions with p-wave pairing, it is still effectively
realized at interfaces between conventional superconductors
and topological insulators [34–39], semiconductors [40–46],
and even using magnetic impurity chains [47–56].

In the ideal situation, MZMs emerge at zero energy and
are well separated from the quasicontinuum of other states by
a topological gap, which creates an isolated subspace for the
topological qubit. However, in practice, the topological gap
strongly depends on material properties and is usually smaller
than the superconducting order parameter in the parent super-
conductor. This considerably limits a realistic Majorana-based
computation [2,57], which urgently calls for platforms with
much larger values of the topological gap.

With the advent of non-Hermitian quantum mechanics,
it has been predicted that system properties can be drasti-
cally enhanced due to the strong sensitivity of non-Hermitian
systems [58–62]. This sensitivity is due to the presence
of non-Hermitian degeneracies, also known as exceptional
points (EPs), which are points where both eigenvalues and
eigenstates coalesce [59,63–90]. The sensitivity gets even
larger when increasing the number N of coalescing energy
levels, where N is also referred to as the order of the EP.
In fact, for a dimensionless perturbation x, the spectrum
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changes as x1/N [58–62], revealing that even an infinitesimally
small x can induce a sizable effect for sufficiently large N . A
tantalizing question arises here if it may be possible to exploit
this strong sensitivity of non-Hermitian systems to enhance
the topological gap protecting the MZMs.

In this work, we show that non-Hermiticity can dramati-
cally enhance topological superconductivity, producing much
more robust MZMs. In particular, we consider the nonrecip-
rocal Kitaev chain and show that the presence of a high-order
EP in the normal state makes the system highly unstable to
superconductivity, such that even a vanishingly small super-
conducting order parameter is sufficient to open a sizable
gap protecting the MZMs, resulting in exceptionally enhanced
topological superconductivity. With sizable superconductivity
being hard to achieve experimentally, our results open a com-
pelling avenue for designing systems with much more robust
MZMs.

Model and its normal state. To investigate and most clearly
elucidate exceptionally enhanced topological superconductiv-
ity, we consider a non-Hermitian extension of the simplest
known topological superconductor: the Kitaev chain. Further,
as we want to investigate systems with strong non-Hermitian
sensitivity, we seek a very simple model where the normal
state presents a high-order EP. An ideal candidate for the latter
is the Hatano-Nelson (HN) model [81,91,92], where simple
nonreciprocal hoppings give rise to high-order EP [81,91,92].
Combining the two models we arrive at the Hatano-Nelson-
Kitaev (HNK) chain, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 and given
by

H = −
∑

r

[
(t + �)c†

r+1cr + (t − �)c†
r cr+1 + μc†

r cr
]

+
∑

r

(�c†
r+1c†

r + H.c.), (1)

where c†
r (cr) creates (annihilates) a spinless fermion at site r,

t is the nearest-neighbor hopping, μ the chemical potential, �
the p-wave superconducting order parameter, and � encodes
the nonreciprocity.
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FIG. 1. Lattice representation of the HNK Hamiltonian with
lattice sites (red dots) and terms connecting different sites
(dashed/dotted lines).

The Hermitian, or Kitaev, limit, found at � = 0, hosts
a topological phase for |μ/t | < 2, characterized by a bulk
topological invariant and MZMs at the endpoints of any finite
chain [3–6]. Inclusion of the nonreciprocal � into the Ki-
taev chain has already been considered [28–30]. Even though
non-Hermitian systems can present new topological phases or
extend the topological phases in Hermitian systems [81,93],
the topological phase diagram for the HNK chain was found
to remain, being characterized by the non-Hermitian version
of the same invariant [28] and showing localized MZMs. It
has additionally been shown that the non-Abelian braiding
is preserved in non-Hermitian systems [69,94]. These earlier
results seem to indicate that one does not gain much from
making the Kitaev chain non-Hermitian. However, an entirely
overlooked aspect is how the normal-state EPs can dramat-
ically enhance the topological superconducting phase, albeit
the phase diagram boundaries do not change.

Before showing that the EP in the normal-state spectrum
enhances the superconducting phase, we need to describe this
EP. The normal state of the HNK chain in just the HN model
[81,91,92] or Eq. (1) with � = 0. Due to the nonreciprocal
hopping, the HN model presents remarkably different proper-
ties depending on the boundary conditions. In the presence of
periodic boundary conditions (PBC), it hosts non-Hermitian
topological phases but no EPs. In contrast, the open boundary
conditions (OBC) system does not have a topological phase
but has an EP of the order of the system size L [81,91,92].
As we are interested in the EP effects and MZMs, we focus
on OBC in the main text but discuss the PBC system in the
Supplemental Material (SM) [95] (see also Refs. [96–101]
therein). In general, for non-Hermitian systems, the bulk spec-
trum for OBC can be captured by the non-Bloch Hamiltonian
h, which takes values in a complex generalization of the
Brillouin zone [102–104]. In many cases, including the HN
model, we can then obtain an analytical expression for the
eigenvalues of h and, consequently, of the OBC spectrum
[102–104]. However, for the HNK chain, to the best of our
knowledge, there exists no analytical solution, see SM [95].
Therefore, we are here forced to primarily rely on a numerical
solution of the Boguliubov-de Gennes (BdG) Hamiltonian
[105,106], where H = C†HBdGC, using the Nambu vector
C = (c0 · · · cL−1 c†

0 · · · c†
L−1)

T
, for an open chain

with L sites. The real/imaginary parts of the spectrum of
Eq. (1) in the normal state are shown in Figs. 2(a), 2(c) as
a function of �/t . For |�/t | < 1, the energies are completely
real, while for |�/t | > 1, the energies are purely imaginary.
The presence of regions with completely real energies in the
system is due to pseudo-Hermitian (PH) symmetry, while
the developing of a spectrum with complex conjugated pairs
marks the spontaneous breaking of this symmetry [107–111].

FIG. 2. Spectrum of the OBC HNK system as a function of �/t
with (a), (c) � = 0 and (b), (d) � = 10−10t . First (second) row
shows the real (imaginary) part of the energy spectrum. Insets in (c),
(d) show the energy levels in the complex plane in the Hermitian limit
(� = 0, blue dashed lines and open circles) and in the PH-broken
phase (� = 1.2t , red dashed lines and filled circles). Green dashed
lines mark the region with MZMs. Other parameters: μ = 0, L = 30.

These PH-preserved and PH-broken phases are separated by
an EP of the order of the system size, where all energy levels
coalesce [81,91,92].1

Exceptional gap. Having understood the HNK system
without superconductivity and its EP, we next add a small
superconducting order parameter �. Doing so, we arrive at
a surprising conclusion: already adding a vanishingly small �

dramatically changes the energy levels. In Figs. 2(b), 2(d) we
show the real/imaginary part of the spectrum for the extremely
small � = 10−10t (see SM [95] for complementary data at
different L). For such small values of �, most of the spec-
trum barely changes from the nonsuperconducting case. The
exception is for � values around the normal-state EP, which
disappears and is replaced by a continuum of bands, which
joins pairwise in multiple EPs. In addition, there are also two
zero-energy states, two MZMs, clearly isolated from the rest
of the other modes, easily seen when plotting the complex
energies (red filled circles) in the inset of Fig. 2(d). We further
notice that although these MZMs are clearly isolated modes,
there still exist bulk modes with, separately, Re(ε) = 0 or
Im(ε) = 0. Thus, one may naively think the system is gapless,
just as in the Hermitian limit (blue circles), but thanks to the

1In the non-Bloch formalism, this complete coalescence can be
understood as a non-Bloch band collapse [104,107–110], where the
imaginary part of the momentum diverges for all modes, such that
the energies accumulate at a single value, see, e.g., Ref. [137] for a
discussion in the HN model.
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FIG. 3. Exceptional sensitivity of (a) the spectrum ε and (b) minigap δ for � = t or � = 0 at multiple different systems sizes L, using
� = 10−10t . Points represent numerical data, the dashed lines analytical results [Eq. (2)]. Minigap δ as a function of �/t and �/t for (c) L = 30
and (d) L = 100. Other parameters: μ = 0.

complex energy spectrum, there exists a finite region in the
complex plane around the MZMs where no bulk states are
found. This spectrum configuration corresponds to a point
gap, which provides a non-Hermitian topological protection
of the MZMs [81]. As a consequence, even for a vanishingly
small �, we find a finite minigap δ = |εQP − εMZM|, with εQP

being the lowest quasiparticle mode, protecting the MZMs.
The finite minigap exists for a finite range of �, marked by
the vertical green dashed lines in Figs. 2(b), 2(d). Although we
find no general analytical expression for the minigap protect-
ing the MZM, we can gain understanding by perturbatively
adding superconducting pairing at the normal-state EP. The
details are given in the SM [95] and here we focus on the
results. At �/t = 1, the (bulk) energy levels εm are given, to
the lowest order in �/t , by

εm/t ≈ exp

(
iπm

L

2L − 2

)
L−1
√

�/t, (2)

with m = 0, 1, . . . , 2L − 2. From this result, we see that for
sufficiently large L, L−1

√
�/t ∼ 1 for any �, which directly

explains the exceptional sensitivity of the energy levels to any
perturbation �. This result is in agreement with the recently
reported sensitivity of non-Hermitian systems [66,112], but
they were not considering superconductivity or other elec-
tronic ordering. This approximate energy level expression
also clarifies why the energies are complex since each of
them is a point on a circle in the complex plane. The radius
of this circle also automatically gives the minigap, δ/t ≈
(�/t )1/(L−1) since the MZMs are at zero energy. In Figs. 3(a),
3(b), we compare the approximate analytical results for the
energy levels [Fig. 3(a)] and minigap [Fig. 3(b)] with the
earlier obtained exact numerical results using �/t = 1 and
�/t = 10−10 for many different values of L. We find that
analytical (lines) and numerical (points) results agree so well
with each other that they are not distinguishable in the figure.
We also directly see that as L increases, the radii of the energy
level circles increase, leaving a larger minigap. In particular,
we notice that the (L − 1)-root expression in Eq. (2) means
that there is a power-law behavior of the minigap δ, as we
show in the SM [95]. This is very different from the Hermi-
tian limit (black points, lines) where the minigap is always
δ ∼ �. We thus establish, both numerically and analytically,
that the normal-state EP makes the system exceptionally
unstable in the thermodynamic limit to superconductivity,

generating a finite minigap even for vanishingly small �. It
is the coalescence of all levels at the normal-state EP that
generates this extreme instability as a collective phenomenon.

The above analytical analysis is only valid at the normal-
state EP at �/t = 1, but the instability towards supercon-
ductivity extends for a finite range of � around the EP. We
illustrate this in Figs. 3(c), 3(d) where we plot the minigap
δ as a function of both � and � for both L = 30 [Fig. 3(c)]
and L = 100 [Fig. 3(d)]. The strong system-size dependence
is also visible here, as a sizable minigap is present in a much
larger region for the larger L system, clearly emphasizing the
collective aspect of the effect. The spectrum is also affected by
other values of the parameters, but MZMs are still present in a
large region of the parameter space. For instance, although we
here only report data for μ = 0, for � = 10−10t the enhance-
ment appears in the large regime |μ/t | � 1. To not deviate
from the main result, we discuss these details in the SM and
in supplemental videos (SVs) [95].

Taken together, we find that already a vanishingly small
� around the normal-state EP changes the features of the
spectrum in the complex plane, opening a sizable point gap
that produces isolated MZMs. We coin this remarkable sensi-
tivity exceptionally enhanced topological superconductivity.
The sensitivity is a collective effect, arising due to the accu-
mulation of all system modes at the EP and thus growing with
system size. This can be viewed as a non-Hermitian equivalent
of how the accumulation of density of states in flat band
systems creates superconductivity, as well as other electronic
ordered states, as recently illustrated in, e.g., twisted bilayer
graphene at the magic angle [113–116] or bi- and trilayer
graphene in electric fields [117,118].

Robust MZMs and superconductivity. Exceptional topo-
logical superconductivity is not restricted to influencing the
topological gap, but next we show how it also manifests
in the spectral weight and superconducting pair correla-
tions. These are encoded in the Nambu Green’s function G
[87,100,119,120]2

G(ω) = 1

h̄ω1̂ − HBdG
=

(
Ge Feh

Fhe Gh

)
, (3)

2We include a small (10−7t) imaginary positive term in h̄ω in
the definition of G to obtain finite line widths for modes with zero
imaginary part.
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FIG. 4. (a), (d) Spectral weight A, (b), (c) LDOS ρ, and local
superconducting pair correlations (c), (f) F as a function of �, ω

and position r along the chain (a is the lattice parameter). First
column shows A for � = 0 (a) and � = 10−10t (d), second column
shows ρ for � = 10−10t and � = 0 (b) and � = t (e), and the third
column shows F for � = 10−10t and � = 0 (c) and � = t (f). Other
parameters: L = 30, μ = 0.

where Ge and Gh are the normal electron and hole Green’s
functions, respectively, while Feh and Fhe are the anomalous
contributions containing the superconducting pair correlations
or amplitudes. From G, we obtain all two-particle observables
of the system, see SM [95] for details. First, we calculate the
spectral weight A(ω) = −Im Tr[G(ω) − G†(ω)]/(2π ), which
represents the density of states at the frequency (energy) ω

(h̄ω). Note that Tr here denotes the sum over both electron and
hole components and spatial coordinates. In Figs. 4(a), 4(d)
we plot A for the HNK system. At � = 0 [Fig. 4(a)], A is only
finite when PH symmetry is preserved, and we find mainly
nonzero real energy values. The only visible peak occurs at the
normal-state EP (|�/t | = 1) due to its accumulation of modes.
For a vanishingly small � = 10−10t [Fig. 4(d)], the same be-
havior, with A reflecting the nonzero real part of the spectrum,
is now only found in a narrower region of �. Instead, there
is a huge peak at ω = 0 that extends until the real energies
disappear. This is the same region, marked by green dashed
lines in Fig. 2, where we find a point gap separating the MZMs
from the remaining modes. Thus, this peak in A is nothing
other than a zero-bias peak (ZBP) produced by the MZMs
[5,6]. Moreover, since the sizable point gap is associated with
finite imaginary energies, which broadens the poles for all
modes but the MZMs, we find a very clear ZBP with no other
low-energy spectral weight, again signaling the exceptional
enhancement of the topological phase.

The exceptional enhancement is not only seen in the spec-
trum and spectral weight but also in the spatial properties of
the system. To illustrate this, we consider the local density
of states (LDOS), ρ(ω; r) = −Im[Ge(ω; r, r)]/π . In Fig. 4(b),
we plot ρ as a function of position along the chain for
� = 10−10t in the Hermitian limit (� = 0) and find, as ex-
pected, essentially uniform occupation across energies and
position. In contrast, tuning to the normal-state EP at � = t in
Fig. 4(c), we find very pronounced and well-localized peaks
at zero energy at each end of the chain. This demonstrates that

non-Hermiticity also strongly promotes MZM localization,
which, together with the large minigap, establishes the exis-
tence of robust MZMs. Farther away from the EP, we still find
MZMs, but they then decay further into the bulk, see SV [95],
since the coherence length of the MZMs is proportional to
δ−1 [5,6].

Finally, we also show that the superconducting pair correla-
tions, expressed through Feh, are also exceptionally enhanced
due to the normal-state EP. Keeping a vanishingly small � =
10−10t , we find in the Hermitian limit in Fig. 4(c) that the local
pair correlations are of the same order as � and delocalized
in the lattice, as expected. In contrast, for � = t in Fig. 4(f),
we find an excessively strong F , up to 20 orders of magnitude
larger than �. Such a strong response shows that, although
the superconducting order parameter � is vanishingly small,
there exists strong superconducting pairing, further cementing
the notion of exceptionally enhanced topological supercon-
ductivity. Another remarkable feature is the localization of
Feh at the right edge due to the non-Hermitian skin effect
[73,102–104,121–132]. If instead plotting Fhe, we find a sim-
ilar localization at the left edge, illustrating that electron and
hole components localize on opposite edges.

Concluding remarks. We show that even a vanishingly
small superconducting order parameter � in a nonreciprocal
Kitaev chain can create exceptional topological superconduc-
tivity with robust MZMs, due to a normal-state EP of the
order of the system size. The robustness of the MZMs stems
from the opening of an exceptionally enhanced point gap in
the system, which both generates the minigap protecting the
MZMs and strongly localized MZMs. Moreover, the super-
conducting pair correlations are also exceptionally enhanced.
While the most dramatic behavior occurs for vanishingly
small � close to the normal-state EP, any non-Hermiticity
still enhances MZM robustness and superconductivity. Our
results are also stable to changes in the chemical potential. We
expect that this relative insensitivity to parameter values also
makes the results stable to weak disorder. In terms of a direct
experimental realization, cold atom systems are promising as
they can host both p-wave pairing [36,133] and nonreciprocity
[79,92]. Our results are also transferable to other supercon-
ductors as they only require the opening of a point gap close
to an EP in the normal state. Additionally, we speculate that
the same reasoning can be applied to other correlated phases
that are amplified by state degeneracies, simple examples be-
ing the Stoner mechanism for ferromagnetism [134] and the
Peierls instability [135]. Finally, an interesting outlook is to
understand the role of particle-hole symmetry in exceptionally
enhanced superconductivity, since the enhancement of the gap
with a power 1/(L − 1), while preserving MZMs, seems to be
related to the analysis of perturbations of EPs in the presence
of chiral and sublattice symmetry in Ref. [136].
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